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Samsung galaxy tabpro s sm- w700

Samsung Galaxy TabPro SSamsung Galaxy TabPro S in WhiteAlso known asSM-W700 (Wi-Fi, Windows 10 Home)SM-W703 (Wi-Fi, Windows 10 Pro)SM-W707 (4G LTE, Windows 10 Home) [1] SM-W708, SM-W708Y (4G LTE, Windows 10 Pro)ManufacturerSamsung ElectronicsType2-in-1 PCRelease dateMarch 18, 2016
(US)Introductory price$899.99 (US)Operating systemWindows 10CPUIntel Core m3-6Y30 (4MB cache, up to 2.2 GHz)Memory4 GB DDR3L SDRAM 8GB in Gold versionStorage128GB or 256GB SSD (Solid-state drive)Display2160x1440 px,(216.33 ppi), 12 in (304.8 mm) diagonal, FHD+ Super AMOLED display (S-Stripe
RGB)GraphicsIntel HD Graphics 515SoundBuilt-in StereoInputMulti-touch touchscreen, Accelerometer, Hall Sensor, Ambient, Light Sensor, Galaxy TabPro Pen (Stylus)Camera5MP front-facing camera, 5MP rear-facing cameraConnectivityWi-Fi 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac MIMO, Wi-Fi Direct, NFC, Bluetooth 4.1Power5,200 mAh
batteryDimensions290.3x198.8x6.3mmMass693 gramsWebsite The Galaxy TabPro S is a 12-inch Windows 10-based 2-in-1 PC produced and marketed by Samsung Electronics. It comes in the standard version and the gold version. TabPro S marked a departure from the traditionally Android line Galaxy. The TabPro S release was
presented at the Consumer Electronics Show 2016 on Press Day at a Samsung press conference. It was released on March 18, 2016. The tablet features has the first keyboard attachment included. This is a keyboard folio, which means that it can be in two different positions depending on how the stand is configured. When closed, it has
a leather texture to protect against normal wear while traveling. The USB Type-C multi-port adapter is now integrated with the USB-A 3.1 port, HDMI port and USB-C port. It has 128GB of solid drive (256GB in the Gold version) and 4GB of RAM (8GB in the Gold version). The Galaxy TabPro Pen (not to be confused with the S-Pen,
Samsung's traditional stylus) presents it with a digital stylus pen that works as an input device for this tablet. It has 1,024 pressure levels. It can be easily paired via Bluetooth. It uses a battery instead of a disposable AAAA battery, which allows you to recharge the battery of the digital pen of the stylus through Micro USB 2.0 Port. The
initial charge lasts up to 30 days. Samsung Flow is an app for accessing fingerprints. It can also be paired with the phone via Bluetooth and NFC tag. With this, users can unlock a tablet with their phone's fingerprint sensor. Although the Samsung Galaxy Book was unveiled at MWC 2017, and has several improvements compared to the
TabPro S model, it is not considered a direct successor. See also Samsung Galaxy Tab Pro Samsung Galaxy Book Links to Galaxy Tab Pro S (LTE). Samsung Bay. Received on November 21, 2016. Sean Hollister (January 5, 2016). Galaxy TabPro S Release Date, Price and Specs - CNET. Cnet. CBS Interactive. Interactive. Links
Official website Precedes-Samsung Galaxy TabPro S2016 ChangedNone, the latest model This article of computer equipment is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.vte extracted from the the Galaxy Tab Pro S is a hybrid tablet running Samsung's Windows 10 cuuar with an extremely impressive thin and light weight. It's 24%
thinner than the Surface Pro 4 and 9% thinner than the iPad Pro. If you're a compact fan, then the Tab Pro S is definitely the perfect choice. The design of the machine is lightweight and beautiful, ultra-sharp 2K screen resolution with Super AMOLED background for detailed visibility, good color. The Pro S tab is not only a simple
entertainment device, but can also be turned into a mobile laptop, keeping office work efficient, so it is popular with many users. Samsung Galaxy Tab Pro S Design Review owns a thin and sleek screen, the Galaxy Tab Pro S has a pretty high style score. With its polycarbonate texture and aluminum edge, the device provides a strong and
reliable experience. In addition, the keyboard is removable and made of fashionable and smooth leather. Another advantage of this line of tablets is the thickness of only 0.25 inches, thinner than that of the Dell XPS 12 and hp. Spectre x2 (0.31 inches), Lenovo Miix 700 (0.35 inches) and Microsoft Surface Pro 4 (0.33 inches). When
disassembled, the Tab Pro S weighs just 1.52 pounds (about 0.68 kg). Samsung only has one Galaxy Tab Pro S 1 port - USB Type C 3.1. Since there is no SD memory reader (the gateway is present on all laptops), users can only connect to the device via the USB Type C 3.1 port above. The Super AMOLED Display on the Galaxy Tab
Pro S provides a pretty bright, detailed and clear image quality. Thanks to testing, the tab Pro S screen reached 180.2% on the sRGB color spectrum. This figure is much higher than that of conventional laptops (83.1%), XPS 12 (114%), Spectre x2 (72%), Miix 700 (113.1%) and However, the Samsung device has a low color accuracy of
Delta-E - 4.7 (the closer 0 to accuracy), much less far from Spectre x2 (0.7) and Surface Pro 4 (0.4). The maximum brightness of the machine is up to 341 nits. Assessing the configuration, the performance of the Samsung Galaxy Tab Pro S Galaxy Tab Pro S 2 in 1 features an Intel Core M3 processor, 4GB of RAM and 128GB of SSD. It
can run pretty smoothly when opening multiple Chrome tabs, including 1080p, Google and Gmail videos. However, the main M3 processor could not compete with the M5 Lenovo Miix 700 and Dell XPS 12 or Core i5 chips from Microsoft Surface Pro 4. Thus, the device scored only 4,675 points in the overall Geekbench 3 performance test.
In turn, the Pro S's SSD tab is capable of working better by copying 4.97GB of files in just 45 seconds at speeds of up to 117.7 Mbps. The front and rear cameras have a resolution of 5 MP, providing a fairly clear and accurate visualization capability. Also, with a rear camera, you can record 1080p video at 30 frames per second. Battery
life through the Mag Battery Test test laptop capacity (continuous web surfing over Wi-Fi at 100 nits of brightness), the 2-in-1 laptop model has 6 hours and 46 minutes of use. This time far exceeds the XPS 12 (5:17), Spectre x2 (6:31) and Surface Pro 4 (6:05), but has yet to reach the 8-hour average ultra-portable laptop. Samsung claims
that the tablet is fully charged in just 2.5 hours using an adaptable fast charger. With testing, this is almost correct (fully charged 96% in 2.5 hours). In addition to the pre-installed Windows 10 operating system, Samsung also provides the Galaxy Tab Pro S with a number of proprietary utilities: Samsung Recovery allows users the ability to
back up data storage and recovery, Samsung Update provides a quick way to download software updates from the company. 10 items found from eBay International SellersOne stop shop for all things from your favorite brandGet it in front of 160 million buyers. Tell us what you think - opens in a new window or tab Galaxy TabPro S 12
256GB (Wi-Fi) Expect no less than unsurpassed performance from the stunning, gold Galaxy TabPro S. Brilliantly designed device two in one allows you to transfer, view and play on a bright display Super AMOLED. When it's time to work, The TabPro S, running windows 10, get to work. Create, write, and edit the same way you do on
your laptop with your full-fumus full-fume keyboard and Intel processor. And with a long battery life, the sleek Galaxy TabPro S is ready to play and work fast. Take your entertainment to the next level and watch about life on the bright screen of the tablet. From games and social media to emails and presentations, everything looks better
thanks to the rich colors and clear details that samsung Super AMOLED display can bring. The style meets the power in the Galaxy TabPro S. The launch of Windows 10, the best yet from Microsoft, it provides impressive PC performance. It also combines an Intel Core M processor with 8GB of RAM and a 256GB solid drive, so you can
work better and store more. With fast charging, get up to 10.5 hours1 on a single charge, so you can binge watch your favorite show or power through the presentation. 1 Based on laboratory tests. The results may vary. Battery energy consumption depends on factors such as network configuration, operator network, signal strength,
operating temperature, selected functions, vibration mode, backlight settings, browser usage, call frequency, and voice data, and other application usage models. Thin and lightweight, the Galaxy TabPro S is designed with the smooth lines you'd expect from Samsung. From home to cafes and everywhere in between, the Galaxy TabPro S
won't weigh you down. Samsung Flow provides a seamless connection between the Galaxy TabPro S and the Samsung,2 smartphone at the touch of a finger. Respond to texts and receive real-time notifications on your tablet screen. Connect to a mobile hot spot in an instant3. It's simple, fast and lets you get everything done on one
device. Intel® Core™ M3 Processor order with confidence. Safe, contactless two-day delivery. LEARN MORE Free refunds extended to 15 days after delivery. LEARN MORE $0 down and 24 to 36-month plans available for most items. LEARN MORE Screen image is modeled. Ultrabook, Celeron, Celeron Inside, Core Inside, Intel, Intel
Logo, Intel Atom, Intel Atom Inside, Intel Core, Intel Inside, Intel Inside Logo, Intel vPro, Itanium, Itanium Inside, Pentium, Pentium Inside, vPro Inside, Xeon, Xeon and Xeon X Inside are trademarks of Intel Corporation in the United States. Broadband Internet required for some functions (the isp fee applies). Xbox Live features are only
available with supported games in Xbox Live-backed countries, with xbox.com/live/countries. A limited number of games available in 2015 that support cross-device games; additional games to follow. Xbox One, PC/Tablet and Phone versions of the games are all sold separately. Promotion details (TPC): Samsung is not responsible for
incorrect referrals or lost orders, or orders that may be delayed in processing until the end of the promotion period. Samsung reserves the right to change or cancel this promotion at any time, without notice. Images only for illustrations and sold separately. Features and specifications are accurate as you run commercially, but may be
subject to change without notice. Network:: Device support can vary by region or service provider. Provider. samsung galaxy tabpro s sm-w700. samsung galaxy tabpro s sm-w700 keyboard. samsung galaxy tabpro s sm-w700 specs. samsung galaxy tabpro s sm-w700n. samsung galaxy tabpro s sm-w700 review. samsung galaxy tabpro
s sm-w700 akku. samsung galaxy tabpro s tablet (sm-w700). samsung galaxy tabpro s 12.0 sm-w700 128gb
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